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Abstract

In this paper, we aim to investigate the curious correlation between the annual consumption of hot dogs 
by the reigning champion of Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest and the number of automotive 
recalls issued by Honda. While initially the idea may seem as appealing as a soggy bun, we delved deep 
into the data sourced from Wikipedia and the US Department of Transportation to uncover a rather 
surprising finding. Our analysis revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.8263987 and a p-value of less than 
0.01, indicating a strong statistical association between these seemingly unrelated phenomena from 1979
to 2022. Through a thorough exploration of this unexpected connection, we shed light on the quirky 
nuances of human behavior and the potential for unintended consequences of indulging in excessive 
consumption, whether it be of hot dogs or unbridled competition. This study not only serves as a playful 
nod to the unpredictable intersections of human behavior and industrial occurrences but also highlights 
the importance of exploring unconventional correlations that may uncover the hidden truths behind our 
everyday quirks and cravings. So, while you may be cautious in consuming too many hot dogs, it seems 
that Honda should also take heed and ensure that their cars are not "re-collie-d" due to unforeseen but 
tantalizingly correlated factors.

Copyleft 2024 Elite Science Academy.  No rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The intersection of  competitive  eating and
automotive safety may at first glance appear
to be a comedic juxtaposition, much like a
food fight in a car showroom. However, as
bizarre  as it  may seem, our  curiosity  was
piqued  by  the  potential  link  between  the
annual hot dog consumption of the Nathan's
Hot Dog Eating Contest champion and the

frequency  of  automotive  recalls  issued  by
Honda. 

As  researchers,  we  are  accustomed  to
delving  into  the  depths  of  data,  sifting
through  statistical  noise  like  the
breadcrumbs  of  a  particularly  messy  hot
dog eating contest, in search of meaningful
patterns.  And  indeed,  our  quest  led  us  to
uncover an unexpectedly strong correlation
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between these disparate variables. It seems
that  while  the  reigning  champion  is
earnestly piling on the hot dogs, Honda may
be grappling with more than just "dogged"
engineering challenges.

The aim of this study is to dissect, not the
hot  dogs  themselves,  but  rather  the
correlation  between  the  indulgence  in
competitive  eating  and  the  potential
repercussions  in  the  automotive  industry.
Much  like  the  careful  dissection  of  a
laboratory  specimen,  we  embarked  on  a
thorough exploration of  data sourced from
reliable sources, only this time, it involved a
different  kind  of  "taste  test"  and  a  more
unexpected avenue of "recall" investigation. 

Through our rigorous analysis, we hope to
shed  light  on  this  curious  correlation  and
uncover  insights that  may have previously
gone unnoticed amidst the statistical noise.
This  study  is  not  merely  a  whimsical
exercise  in  the  peculiar,  but  rather  a
testament  to  the  potential  serendipity  of
research and the uncovering of connections
that  defy traditional  expectations.  So,  hold
on  to  your  seats  as  we  embark  on  this
journey,  for  we may discover  that  the link
between hot dogs and automobiles is more
than just a condiment-laden coincidence.

2. Literature Review

In "Statistical Analysis of Competitive Eating
and Its Unintended Consequences,"  Smith
et  al.  delve  into  the  esophagus-stretching
world of  competitive eating,  examining the
physiological and psychological implications
of  gorging  oneself  on  various  food  items,
from  hot  dogs  to  hamburgers.  However,
they  fail  to  consider  the  potential  ripple
effect  of  such  endeavors  on  industries
seemingly  unrelated  to  the  culinary  arts,
leaving  us  hungry  for  a  more
comprehensive understanding of  the wider
impact of competitive eating.

Moving  from  the  realm  of  academic
research  to  the  more  palatable  realm  of
popular  non-fiction,  Doe's  "Eating
Champions:  Gluttony  and  Glory"  provides
an  in-depth  exploration  of  the  competitive
eating  circuit,  uncovering  the  lengths
individuals  will  go  to  in  pursuit  of
gastronomic  greatness.  Unfortunately,  it
overlooks the potential ramifications of such
pursuits on the automotive industry, leaving
us with more of a cognitive indigestion than
a  comprehensive  understanding  of  the
broader implications.

In  Jones'  "Dangers  Lurking  in  Unlikely
Places,"  the  author  investigates  the
surprising  ways  in  which  seemingly
unrelated factors can influence one another,
uncovering a myriad of peculiar connections
that  often go unnoticed.  However,  the link
between competitive eating and automotive
recalls  is  conspicuously  absent  from  the
discussion, which leaves us feeling a bit like
the lone condiment-less hot dog at a picnic
– overlooked and unsatisfied.

As we transition from more serious literature
to the realm of fiction, it's worth noting that
books  such  as  John  Steinbeck's  "The
Grapes of Wrath" and F. Scott Fitzgerald's
"The Great Gatsby" offer subtle hints of the
underlying  tensions  between  indulgence
and  consequences,  albeit  within  entirely
different contexts. While these classics may
not directly address hot dog consumption or
automotive  recalls,  they  remind  us  that
unintended  outcomes  often  stem  from
unchecked excess and unbridled ambition,
much  like  attempting  to  consume  an
inordinate  number  of  hot  dogs  against  all
odds.

On the more unconventional side, TV shows
like  "Man  vs.  Food"  and  "Top  Gear"  take
viewers on a whirlwind journey through the
world  of  extreme  eating  challenges  and
automotive  escapades.  While  entertaining,
these shows fail to draw explicit connections
between  the  two  seemingly  disparate
realms, leaving us with a hunger for more
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substantive analysis and an insatiable thirst
for  uncovering  the  hidden  correlations
lurking  within  the  realms  of  gluttonous
competition and vehicular engineering.

It's  abundantly  clear  that  our  quest  for
understanding  the  interaction  between  hot
dog  consumption  and  automotive  recalls
transcends  traditional  disciplinary
boundaries, requiring us to venture beyond
the confines  of  conventional  literature  and
into  the  realm  of  unexpected  connections
and humorous musings.

3. Our approach & methods

To  investigate  the  enigmatic  connection
between the consumption of hot dogs by the
reigning Nathan's Famous Hot Dog Eating
Contest  champion  and  the  issuance  of
automotive recalls by Honda, we embarked
on  a  methodological  journey  that  was  as
intriguing as it was unconventional. The aim
was to tease out any potential relationship
between  these  seemingly  incongruous
variables,  employing  a  dash  of  statistical
wizardry  and  a  dollop  of  good-natured
curiosity.

First,  we  harnessed  the  power  of  the
internet to gather data stretching back to the
year 1979, a time when hot dogs likely had
a  more  "vintage"  appeal,  and  automotive
engineering was embarking on the road to
technological  transformation.  Sources  for
our data primarily included Wikipedia for the
annual hot dog consumption by the reigning
champion  and  the  US  Department  of
Transportation for the records of automotive
recalls  by  Honda.  It's  a  testament  to  the
21st  century  that  such  a  lighthearted
investigation could draw upon the wealth of
information afforded by modern technology,
not to mention the reliability of Wikipedia for
all our quirky statistical needs.

With our data in hand, we applied a medley
of  statistical  analyses  to  unearth  any
potential  relationship  between  these

variables.  We  performed  a  Pearson
correlation test, a method more traditionally
applied to explore the association between
variables that are less, well, "bunusual," but
nonetheless  well-suited  to  uncovering
patterns  in  our  unusual  dataset.  The
resulting correlation coefficient and p-value
served as our guides through this statistical
maze,  revealing  the  strength  and
significance of any observed association. In
the  end,  we  arrived  at  a  correlation
coefficient  of  0.8263987  and  a  p-value  of
less than 0.01, signaling a robust statistical
connection  between  the  annual  hot  dog
consumption  and  the  frequency  of
automotive recalls by Honda.

Additionally,  we  employed  time  series
analysis to study the temporal dynamics of
the  relationship.  This  allowed  us  to  peek
behind the curtain of time and observe how
the  patterns  of  hot  dog  consumption  may
have  woven  themselves  into  the  fabric  of
automotive  recall  occurrences  over  the
years, much like a curious game of culinary
cat's cradle.

In  our  quest  for  understanding,  we  also
accounted  for  potential  confounding
variables,  ensuring  that  our  findings  were
not obscured by lurking statistical tricksters.
This  involved  considering  factors  such  as
changes in hot dog eating techniques (who
knows  what  new  hot  dog-dipping  method
might  have emerged over  the years!)  and
advancements  in  automotive  technology
that might influence recall patterns.

Finally,  we  unleashed  the  power  of
visualization,  summoning  bar  graphs  and
scatterplots to breathe life into our findings
and engage the imagination of our readers.
These  visual  representations  brought  the
quantitative relationships to life, providing a
colorful  backdrop  to  our  peculiar  tale  of
spirited  hot  dog  consumption  and  the
potential  ripples  through  the  automotive
industry.
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Overall,  our  methodological  approach was
an  eclectic  blend  of  statistical  analyses,
creative  thinking,  and  a  healthy  dose  of
good  humor,  befitting  the  unconventional
nature  of  our  inquiry.  So,  as  we  take  a
statistical  bite  out  of  this  peculiar
investigation,  let's  remember  that
sometimes,  it's  the  quirkier  questions  that
lead  to  the  most  unexpected  "relish"  in
research.

4. Results

The statistical analysis of the data collected
revealed a striking correlation between the
annual  consumption  of  hot  dogs  by  the
reigning champion of Nathan's Famous Hot
Dog  Eating  Contest  and  the  number  of
automotive  recalls  issued  by  Honda.  Our
findings unveiled a correlation coefficient of
0.8263987,  indicating  a  strong  positive
relationship  between  these  seemingly
unrelated  variables.  This  result  suggests
that as the consumption of hot dogs by the
champion soared to unprecedented levels,
the  likelihood  of  automotive  recalls  by
Honda  increased  substantially,  much  like
the aftermath of a particularly exuberant hot
dog eating contest.

Furthermore,  the  coefficient  of
determination  (r-squared)  of  0.6829348
indicates that approximately 68.29% of the
variance in the number of automotive recalls
by Honda can be explained by the annual
hot dog consumption of the champion. This
implies  that  the champion's  affinity  for  hot
dog  consumption  may  have  a  significant
influence on the occurrence of  automotive
recalls, a connection that is as unexpected
as finding a pickle in a hot dog bun.

The  p-value  of  less  than  0.01  further
solidifies  the  strength  of  this  relationship,
indicating  that  the  likelihood  of  observing
such a strong correlation by random chance
is less than 1%. This statistical significance
suggests that  the association between the
hot dog consumption and automotive recalls

is not merely coincidental,  unlike finding a
forgotten mustard packet in the depths of a
picnic basket.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

To  visually  depict  this  unexpected
correlation,  Fig.  1  presents  a  scatterplot
illustrating  the  strong  positive  relationship
between the annual hot dog consumption by
the champion and the number of automotive
recalls  issued  by  Honda.  It  is  noteworthy
that  the  relationship  depicted  in  the
scatterplot appears as clear as a streak of
mustard on a pristine hot dog bun.

In  summary,  our  findings  provide  robust
evidence  of  a  remarkable  association
between the annual hot dog consumption by
the champion of Nathan's Famous Hot Dog
Eating  Contest  and  the  frequency  of
automotive  recalls  issued  by  Honda.  This
unexpected  correlation  serves  as  a
reminder that serendipitous discoveries can
arise from seemingly obscure connections,
much like finding a misplaced hot dog in the
deli aisle of a grocery store.

5. Discussion

Our  investigation  into  the  connection
between  the  annual  consumption  of  hot
dogs by the reigning champion of Nathan's
Famous  Hot  Dog  Eating  Contest  and  the
number  of  automotive  recalls  issued  by
Honda  has  yielded  some  tantalizingly
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unexpected  results.  While  it  may  have
seemed like a mere flight of fancy to explore
the  interplay  between  hot  dog  eating  and
automotive  safety,  our  findings  provide
compelling evidence of a robust association
between  these  seemingly  incongruous
variables.

As  we  heeded  the  call  to  delve  into
unconventional  correlations,  we  were  met
with  the  surprising  revelation  of  a  strong
positive  relationship  between  the
consumption of hot dogs and the frequency
of automotive recalls. Our results align with
prior  research  that  emphasized  the
interconnectedness of  seemingly  unrelated
factors,  such  as  the  ripple  effect  of
competitive eating on industries beyond the
culinary sphere.

Building upon the foundation laid by Smith
et  al.,  who  explored  competitive  eating's
unintended  consequences,  we  extended
this  line  of  inquiry  to  shed  light  on  its
broader implications. Like a hot dog nestled
in a sea of condiments, our study stands out
amidst the academic landscape, offering a
fresh  perspective  on  the  influence  of
indulgent behaviors on industrial outcomes.

Moreover, the statistical significance of our
findings,  with  a p-value of  less than 0.01,
solidifies  the  validity  of  our  observed
relationship,  much  like  the  reliability  of
finding onions on a New York-style hot dog.
This  reinforces  the  need  to  embrace
unexpected  correlations,  no  matter  how
eccentric  they  may  initially  seem,  as  they
can  unearth  hidden truths  lurking beneath
the  surface  of  conventional  wisdom,  not
unlike discovering a well-concealed wiener
in a potato salad.

In  this  pursuit,  our  study  also  mirrors  the
thematic  undercurrents  found  in  literary
works such as "The Grapes of Wrath" and
"The  Great  Gatsby,"  where  unchecked
indulgence and ambition lead to unforeseen
repercussions,  akin  to  the  aftermath  of
consuming  an  excessive  number  of  hot

dogs.  Our  interdisciplinary  approach,
bridging  the  realms  of  competitive  eating,
automotive  engineering,  and  statistical
analysis, reflects the multifaceted nature of
uncovering  unexpected  connections  –  an
undertaking  as  complex  as  crafting  the
perfect hot dog with the ideal condiment-to-
bun ratio.

While  our  findings  may  leave  some
scratching their heads, akin to the perplexity
of  finding  a  vegetarian  hot  dog  at  a
carnivore's  gathering,  they  underscore  the
indispensable  nature  of  rigorous
investigation into uncharted territories. After
all,  embracing  offbeat  connections  and
unraveling  the  mysteries  they  hold  can
provide  a  welcome  reprieve  from  the
mundane,  much  like  stumbling  upon  a
surprisingly delectable veggie dog in a sea
of meaty fare.

In the grand tapestry of scientific inquiry, our
study  serves  as  a  testament  to  the
serendipitous  discoveries  that  can emerge
from embracing unconventional avenues of
exploration,  much  like  finding  the
unexpected savory crunch of a well-toasted
hot dog bun.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, our research has uncovered
a statistically significant correlation between
the  hot  dog  consumption  of  the  Nathan's
Famous Hot Dog Eating Contest champion
and  the  frequency  of  automotive  recalls
issued  by  Honda.  This  unexpected
relationship  serves  as  a  testament  to  the
unpredictability  of  human behavior  and  its
potential  impact  on  industrial  occurrences,
much  like  the  surprise  of  discovering  a
rogue condiment at  the bottom of  a lunch
bag. 

The correlation coefficient of 0.8263987 and
the p-value of  less than 0.01 highlight  the
strength  and  statistical  significance  of  this
connection,  making  it  as  clear  as  a  well-
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dressed  hot  dog  in  a  world  of  mundane
sandwiches.  The  coefficient  of
determination  of  0.6829348  further
emphasizes the substantial influence of this
variable, much like the undeniable influence
of the perfect hot dog topping spread.

These  findings  not  only  underscore  the
importance  of  exploring  unconventional
correlations but also add a humorous twist
to  the  often  serious  realm  of  research,
revealing  that  even  the  most  unlikely
pairings  can  yield  meaningful  insights.  As
such,  while  further  studies  in  this  domain
may offer additional chuckles, it seems that
no more research is needed in this area –
we've ketchup'd with all we need to know!

So,  let's  relish  in  the  knowledge  that  our
findings,  much like a well-crafted hot  dog,
provide  a  flavorful  blend  of  unexpected
connections and empirical evidence.
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